The requirement for DIF for prestalk and stalk cell formation in Dictyostelium discoideum: a comparison of in vivo and in vitro differentiation conditions.
In Dictyostelium discoideum stalk cell formation is induced by cyclic AMP and differentiation-inducing factor (DIF) when cells are plated in in vitro monolayers (Kay et al., 1979, Differentiation 13: 7-14). The in vivo developmental stages at which cells became independent of these factors were determined. Independence was defined as the stage at which dispersed cells no longer required the factors for stalk cell formation in low density monolayers. Cyclic AMP independent cells were first detected at around 12 hr of development, a time that corresponds to the transition between the tipped aggregate and the first finger stages. In contrast cells did not become independent of DIF until late culmination. The prestalk cell-specific isozyme acid phosphatase II and a stalk cell-specific 41,000 Mr antigen (ST 41) were expressed during differentiation in low density monolayers in the presence of both cyclic AMP and DIF, but neither component was expressed in the presence of cyclic AMP alone. This result implies that DIF is essential for both prestalk and stalk cell formation. The two components were expressed within 2 hr of each other during differentiation in vitro, whereas during development in vivo acid phosphatase II was first detected at the first finger stage and ST 41 was first detected during late culmination, 8-12 hr later. These contrasting results suggest that the conversion of prestalk cells to stalk cells is unrestrained in monolayers, following directly after prestalk cell induction, but restrained in vivo until the culmination stage. This interpretation is consistent with the finding that cells become independent of DIF early during in vitro differentiation (A. Sobolewski, N. Neave, and G. Weeks, 1983, Differentiation 25, 93-100), but do not become independent of DIF until the culmination stage when differentiating in vivo.